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Hugo Techno is a progressive company, trusted throughout the world because of our commitment to customer satisfaction, environmental conservation individuality and teamwork. We are confident 

of our collective skills and meet challenges with innovation and creative solutions. 
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Product Specifications 

Vertical Signage HT-DS-500 

Construction The frame is aluminium alloy with 6-8mm AR laminated and tempered glass, 

industrial fan cooling, and ant-vandalism locks and keys. 

Screen Size (Diagonal) 55″ (LCD) 

Panel Type TFT‑LCD 

Brightness 500cd/m2 

Aspect Ratio 16:9 

Resolution Full HD (1920 x 1080) 

Contrast Ratio 10000:1 

Response time 6 ms 

Viewing Angles  178o(H); 178 o (V) 

Touch Finger 

IR Touch  Available  

Response time 6 ms 

Touch Points 10  

Touch Media Finger touch 

CPU Intel Core i5, 10th Gen 

RAM 8 GB Memory 

I/O Interface USB ports x 4, HDMI x 1, LAN Port x 1 

Expansion Wi-fi +Bluetooth 

Speaker  10 W two speaker 

Software Windows 10 (Microsoft) 

HDD 1TB HDD 

Video, Audio and Image Format Video: MPEG1/MPEG2/MPEG4/DivX/ASP/WMV/AVI Audio: 

Wave/MP3/WMA/AAC Image:  JPEG/BMP/TIFF/PNG/GIF 

Working Temperature 0‑50oC 

Storage Temperature 0‑60oC 

Working Humidity 20% - 80% 

Storage Humidity 20% - 80% 

Software Features Content Creator Full transparency and layering, enables you to create your presentation using a 

simple drag and drop type process, Unlimited free-style zones, User Friendly 

GUI to create designs and content, features extensive file format support and 

delivers smooth playback, Advance tickets and scrollers 
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Content Manager: Smart Data Transfer updates only the changes in existing content, grouping 

support for players, FTP and direct transfer, Secure encrypted 

content transfer, Resume Capability of Data Transfer-Eliminates the need to 

transfer files from scratch after network breakdown, One-click Emergency 

Alerts, allows to reboot, take screenshots and check player health from the 

central server 

Content Player: Multiple format content playback, minimized hardware requirements, allows to 

log report of presentation, playback and player health, 

Retrieves its last working state in case of power failure, Playbacks for 

presentations for touch screen kiosks and non-interactive screens, Output in 

scalable resolutions (horizontal or vertical) 
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